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Abstract: Wireless LANs (WLAN) will soon be as
popular as Ethernet is today. First products for DECT
and 2.4 GHz systems will be available this year.

How can these WLANs be connected to the Inter-

net? Which problems arise when mobile users appear
as guests in foreign networks?

The Walkstation project is realizing a testbed for
such a mobile computing environment using a modi-
fied set of Internet protocols. These protocols are based
on the work of the intemet working group on mobile
IP (Internet protocol).

Other aspects of the Walkstation project cover low
power VLSI, cellular infrastructures, network integra-
tion, and mobility aware applications.

1. INTRODUCTION

The popularity of the Internet and its

attractive applications make it a natural choice

for mobile communication and computing.

Currently every 30 minutes [1] a new net-
work is connected to the lntemet. The Internet

combines about 32.000 networks in over 80

countries in the middle of 1994. Some of these

networks will be wireless networks for support
of mobile clients.

The World Wide Web (WVVW) [3,4] is an

example for a new world-wide multimedia infra-

structure based on the Internet. Easy—to—usc
information browsers made the WWW traffic

grow within one and a half year from 0 to 600

Gbit/month [2] which is about 5% of the total
traffic on the NFS backbone. This is one exam-

ple of many attractive applications which are
available for hosts using the Internet.

By their nature networks for mobile clients

require more effort for communication than
wired LANs. Suitable communication architec-

tures have to deal with problems such as lower

link quality, changing location of mobile clients,

and security problems.

The reminder of this paper will describe

the efforts of the Internet working group on

Mobile-IP to integrate mobile communication
into the Internet as well as work done in the

Walkstation project [5,6] at the Royal Institute of

Technology in Stockholm, Sweden.

2. MOBILE IP

The goal of the working group on Mobile-

IP (established in June 1992) is to “allow trans-

parent routing of IP datagrams to mobile nodes

in the Internet” [7]. This requires the Internet

protocol (IP) enhancements to be ( 1) transparent

for the mobile user, (2) for fixed users, and (3)

for existing routers in the network.

While most mobile networks handle

mobility at the data link layer the proposal of the

Mobile-IP group handles all at the network layer.

This is important in order to get a standard suita-

ble for existing and future networks independent

of the underlaying network technology.

The Mobile-IP proposal achieves these

goals by providing mobile hosts with a perma-

nent “home address”, regardless of its current

point of attachment to the Internet, and a “care-

of-address", which provides information about

the current point of attachment.

Additional nodes at the home site, called

“home agents”, forward packets to the mobile

host by tunneling encapsulated packets through

the Internet. At the destination they are decapsu-
lated either by the mobile host directly or by an

additional node called “foreign agent”.

The simplicity of the protocol allows easy

implementation and early field trials.

Detection of the Network
Before a mobile node with a wireless inter-
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WCN

face can start to communicate it must detect the

network. Contact points to the network are

offered by agents which act as base stations

offering Internet connectivity.

FOREIGN
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Figure 1: Foreign Agent Beaconing

A Mobile—IP agent announces its presence

by regularly sending beacon messages (fig. 1).

These beacons indicate not only that Internet

service is offered but which agent is offering it.

Beacons can be requested by the mobile

node through solicitation messages to which the

agent answers by sending a beacon.

In the current draft these messages are

based on ICMP Router Discovery [8].

Registration

Being aware of a contact point to the Inter-

net the mobile host can now request service by

registering with that agent.

If‘ the node is in the “home network” then

it will have to register with the “home agent”,
which maintains a list of mobile hosts for which

it is responsible.
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Figure 2: Registration at a foreign agent
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As a guest in a foreign network the mobile

host registers with a “foreign agent” (fig. 2).

This foreign agent consults the corresponding

home agent whether it is allowed to provide

service. By receiving this registration the home

agent can new update the location of the mobile

host in its database. A confirmation message to

foreign agent results in a successful registration
of the mobile host.

Packet Forwarding

The cooperation of the home agent and the

foreign agent after a successful registration

allows the mobile node to exchange packets with
nodes in the Internet.
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Figure 3: Packet Forwarding

A fixed user sends a message to the perma-
nent home address of the mobile host. The mes-

sage appears on the home network where it is

received by the home agent in place for the

mobile host which is currently registered as a

guest in a foreign network.

The home agent encapsulates the packet

into another IP packet which is sent to the for-

eign agent. The foreign agent recognizes the

packet for the mobile host inside, decapsulates it
and sends it to the mobile host.

The forwarding process was transparent

for the fixed user, the mobile user and the net-

work. No special actions were required from
them.

Reconfirmation
The maximum time of service for a mobile

host is supervised by timers at the foreign and at
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the home agent (fig. 4). A mobile node has to rev

register from time to time in order to avoid

denial of service due to an expired timer.
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Figure 4: Communication monitoring

These timers help to detect nodes which

have moved out of the service area of an agent,

or which were simply switched off.

Hana’—over

A mobile host may wish to register at a

new agent due to movement or other reasons. A

move might occur so fast that the mobile host

loses contact to the previous foreign agent. It can

therefore not tell the previous foreign agent that
it has disconnected and reconnected at a new

agent.
PREVIOUS NEW

Foreign '

FA-MH Con irm

Figure 5: Handover between foreign agents

The hand—oVer in Mobi1e—IP handles this

with an enhanced registration procedure (fig. 5).

The mobile node detects that it should register

with a new foreign agent. It sends a registration

message to the new foreign agent which asks the

home agent for service confirmation. The home

agent generates two messages, one to deny serv-

ice to the previous foreign agent and one to

allow service to the new foreign agent

The home agent is now aware of the new

location of the mobile node, while the previous

foreign agent will stop to forward packets to the
mobile node.

Packets still arriving at the previous for-

eign agent are decapsulated and sent back to the
home network.

Deregisrration

A mobile node can stop service by a

deregistration procedure. This is useful for

mobile nodes which are being switched off, and

for hand—over procedures.

Open Questions

Route optimization allows exchange of

packets without the use of the home agent. Two

nodes located very close to each other, e.g., in

US, need the help of a home agent, e.g., in Swe-
den to communicate with each other. Different

proposals are discussed to optimize this ineffi-
cient use of bandwidth. Solutions discuss mobil-

ity aware hosts, which support Mobile-IP, and

“caching agents” which participate in the proto-

col in order to redirect packets.

Securitv mechanisms are currently stud-

ied to mutually authenticate mobile nodes, for-

eign agents and home agents. Attacks by

eavesdropping are much easier for wireless sys-

tems than for wired links. Proposed is an MD5

authentication scheme. The key distribution

problem is however still an open issue.

Scalability from wide area networks down

to local area networks may not be satisfying. In a

local environment with multiple cells traffic

would be forwarded from a home agent in one

cell to a foreign agent in another cell. If cells are

as small as rooms a lot of forwarding can take

place inside the same department of an organiza-

tion loading the network at least twice for each
message.
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